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The (v2) thinking behind the DAYS program
Our paper has an improved economic model vs. the DAYS FOA
Joule 4, 21-32, January 15, 2020

Total cost over project life

Revenue over project life
• Energy: $/kWh-cycle
• Capacity: $/kW-y

=

•
•
•
•
•

Installed capital cost of energy
Installed capital cost of power
Cost of inefficiency
Operations and maintenance
Component replacement

Example of need to pay close attention to techno-economic models:
with low cost (“free” at times?) renewables, does efficiency matter?
• Low discharge efficiency: increases operation cost, AND $/kWh delivered
capital cost, other capital costs.
• Low charge efficiency: increases operation cost, AND cooling, power
conversion, other capital costs.
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The (v2) thinking behind the DAYS program
The economics figures better explore the important variables
Joule 4, 21-32, January 15, 2020

Indexed colors show the total allowable installed capital cost ($/kWh)
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Energy payment: 0.05 $/kWh-cycle, Charging price: 0.025 $/kWh, 𝑉𝑂𝑀=0.002 $/kWh-cycle,
𝐹𝑂𝑀=1% of installed capital cost ($/kWh-y), no storage medium replacement
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Li-ion grew with large markets outside grid, and government support
Li-ion annual revenue by year
$10 Billion

>~$75B cumulative revenue
prior to the Model S

$5 Billion

2012
Tesla Model S

Li-ion revenue figure: Yoshino, Lithium-Ion Batteries, “1– Development of the Lithium-Ion
Battery and Recent Technological Trends,” 2014, pp. 1-20.

2014
Tehachapi Energy Storage Project
• 8 MW, 32 MWh
• Automotive Li-ion cells from LG
• Utility owned (SoCal Edison)
• Multiple use cases
• DOE/SoCal Edison funded
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New storage technologies specifically for grid typically hit a wall
Investment in technology

Deployment
(initially high
price!)

If LDES is to reach scale, key questions:

$100M

• There are several technologies, targeting
a range of durations. How should RD&D
support be structured?

$10M

• Who will support demonstration projects
when technical risk remains, especially for
large projects?

Demonstration
Development

$1M

• Should / what policies be put in place to
support LDES deployment, especially its
early phase?

Spinout
Research

Concept

Time
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